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Abstract
At present scenario, data owners are storing their data in semi trusted cloud storage. Since the cloud
storage is not fully trusted the data should be encrypted and stored in cloud. If the stored data volume is
huge, for retrieval there should be a search engine and index keyword. If hackers are getting the index
keyword they have the clue of the important files so that, in this system we are introducing searchable
chipertext keywords. That means the keywords are in encrypted form. Consider access control over the
cloud data, the technic at present used are Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) or Identity Based Encryption
(IBE) these techniques requires lot of computation and slow in retrieval process. In proposed system we are
using Bloom Filter based Chipertext index keywords which provide the search result very quickly with less
computation and process.
Keywords— Access Control. Data Security and Integrity. Attribute Based Encryption. Qucik Search.
Verifiable Keyword. Ciphertext keyword. identity based Encryption.
Introduction
Cloud computing allows data owners and data
users to use enormous data storage and infinite
computation capabilities at an affordable price.
The major drawback is that data owners wont
have direct control over the data outsourced. To
overcome this concerns, data owners should
induce
encryption of
their data before
outsourcing to the cloud. The encryption
technique causes searching over the outsourced
encrypted data to become more tedious and also
enforcing an access control policy consumes more
time and becomes inefficient. The search
operations are outsourced to the cloud, and the
outsourced data is kept private. The faithfulness
and successful completion of the various tasks
associated with the cloud should be verified by the
data users. Existing solutions cannot achieve these
objectives to our known knowledge.
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Our Contributions
We propose a new cryptographic primitive, called
Quick Search using Searchable ciphertext
keywords (QSCK). This helps the data owner to
control and manipulate the search. Also the
outsourced encrypted data can be used based on
an access control policy. This also allows the legal
data users to allow outsourcing of the search
operations to the cloud and also to check whether
the cloud has executed the search options
authentically and successfully. The functionalities
associated with this are (i) data can be searched
over the owner’s encrypted data (ii) search
operations can be outsourced to the cloud, and
(iii) test whether or not the cloud has executed
the search operations uo to the expectaions. Here
we define the security properties of QSCK and
present a scheme that provably satisfies them.
Modular method of construction is used in this
scheme. This is implemented by using attributebased encryption, bloom filter, digital signature,
and a attribute-based keyword search (ABKS)
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which is an independent value. Based on
experimental evaluation it shows that the QSCK
solutions are practical.
Associated works
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) ABE is a
technique that allows entitites to decrypt a
ciphertext with proper credentials that has been
encrypted with proper access control policy. It is a
method for enforcing access control policy
through cryptographic mechanisms [1]. Based on
the variation in the right of entry for control policy
enforcement, there are two types: Key-policy
Attribute Based Encryption where the decryption
key is associated with entry control policy [2], and
cipher text-policy Attribute Based Encryption
where the cipher text is associated with access
control policy [3]. ABE has got enormous features.
Here we use ABE to construct a new technique
called attribute-based keyword search (ABKS).
Here keywords are encrypted based on an access
control policy and data users having proper
cryptographic credentials can generate tokens
which can be used to search over the data which is
outsourced and encrypted. This will prevent a data
owner from knowing the keywords that the data
user is searching for. Here the to and fro
communications between the two entites invloved
such as users and owners are not needed. This is
in contrast to [8], where to and fro communication
is needed between the two entities involved in
data sharing inorder to obtain search tokens.
Searching over Encrypted Data using Keyword In
this method the data owner generates tokens.
These tokens can be used by the data user to
search over the data owner’s data that has been
encrypted. There are two categories of existing
solutions for keyword search over the data that is
encrypted: searchable encryption with the
symmetric-key setting and searchable encryption
with the public-key setting. Many techniques have
been proposed and researched to support complex
search operations over encrypted data. Searchable
encryption with the multi-users setting has been
investigated [12], [27], and has concluded that
Vomshi P R et al
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distribution of certain secret keys is needed by the
data owner to the data user to enforce access
control policy. But all these solutions do not
gaurantee to solve the problem that is under our
study, because (i) some of the above solutions
need communications or interaction between the
two parties involved in data sharing [8] (ii) all
these methods are based on the assumption that
the server has
faithfully and successfuly
executed search operations was needed. Our
solution overcomes this by alloing a person who
wants to use the data with proper credentials for
issuing search tokens using which the cloud can
execute search operations based on keyword on
behalf of the data user, without requiring any to
and fro communication with the data owner. Also
the data user can verify whether the cloud has
executed the keyword search operations
successfully and with honesty. This also holds
good even for the l technique called predicate
encryption, which is very powerful and which
does not offer the verifiability that is desired.
Verifiable Keyword Search In [26]–[28], verifiable
keyword search solutions have been proposed.
Root of some polynomial is used to represent each
keyword. By evaluating and calculating the result
of the polynomial equation it is possible to verify
and conclude whether a keyword is presen or
absent. If the output is zero then it is assumed that
keyword is present.
These techniques and
methods are suitable when keywords are sent
through the text which is plain to the cloud, and
are not suitable for our study as the cloud should
maintian very high confidentaility regarding
keywords. Secure verifiable keyword search
where the key setting is symmetric cannot ne
secure in the key setting which is public as the
attacker can infer keywords in question through
an off-line keyword guessing attack.
Problem statement
Consider a situation where a corporate has to store
huge volume of file data in cloud storage. That
file has to be accessed by their employees. If the
files are less in number, the employees can able to
browse and download. In our situation the number
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of file is huge it is not possible to browse and
download the file, so the employees need a file
search engine. Whenever search engine come into
picture, indexing technique also come. The
problem here is to safeguard the file content and
index keywords, index keywords are usually
sensitive and which are linked with the file they
are connected when a hacker get this index data he
may guess the file content. Our aim is to
safeguard the index keyword, file content and to
implement access control system.
Access control is a big challenge, in current cloud
storage for access control, attribute based
encryption (ABE), identity based encryption
(IDE) are used. Now in this system we are using
Chipertext Index Keyword for access privilege.
The assumption in this system is each department
should have one privilege key. While uploading
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the file into cloud storage, the data owner has to
select the departments which are allowed to access
the file. Our system will automatically generate
the keywords using Term Frequency (TF) concept
along with weight and it will undergo hashing
process with accessible department keys. For
example there are N keywords are generated from
the document and the data owner selected M
departments which are allowed to access the file.
Then in chipertext index keyword it will insert N
* M keywords. The idea behind this is each
keyword will undergo hashing process with
accessible department keys. These keys are
unique and which will be created again for the
users those who are belongs to accessible
department only. Which is show in fig.1.

Fig.1. File Retrieval Process
In this paper, we propose the new approach of
Quick Search using Searchable cipher text
keywords (QSCK) as a better solution, as
depicted, in Fig. 2, Here the Data Owner needs to
distribute a single key called as aggregate key ,
instead of {ki}mi=1 for sharing m documents with
Vomshi P R et al

the User, and User needs to use a single aggregate
key called as trapdoor, inplace of {Tri}mi=1 to the
cloud server. The cloud server performs keyword
search and returns result to the user using this
aggregate trapdoor and some public information.
In QSCK, the
keyword search right can be
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achieved by sharing the single key which is the
aggregate of several keys. The major concern is
that the delegation of decryption rights can be
achieved using the so called key-aggregate
encryption approach recently proposed in [4]. The
drawback and major disadvantage is that there
remains an open problem to delegate the keyword
search rights along with the with the decryption
rights. This is the major subject topic of this
paper. To sumarize, the problem of constructing a
QSCK scheme can be stated as:
“To design a Quick Search using Searchable
ciphertext keywords scheme under which any
subset of the keyword ciphertexts from any set of
documents is searchable with a constant-size
trapdoor generated by a constant-size department
Privilege key.”
Implementation
This system is implementing in hybrid cloud
architecture there are two actors’ data owner and
member user. While data owner uploads the file
into the cloud storage using Term Frequency (TF)
techniques keywords are generated with
weigthage. Data owner as to input access privilege
hash tags are generated and placed in chipertext
index keyword refer fig.1. The uploaded files
contents are encrypted and stored in cloud storage
refer fig.2. While user wants to download file he
as to provide keyword for the searching process.
The keyword as to converted into trapdoor based
on user privilege key, the trapdoor keyword given
as input to chipertext index searching process
which in term refer chipertext index keyword and
produce relevant links with weightage using
Inverse Document Frequency (RFD) Algorithm,
the links are ranked and order links are displayed
to the user. If the trapdoor keyword is not present
in chipertext index, then no links are produced
that means the user is not having access over the
files. While user clicking on the link
corresponding encrypted file as to be downloaded
to web server and it will be decrypted then it will
produce to client system.
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Fig.2. System Architecture
Result and security analysis
To analyze the security of our scheme, and in
particular show that the scheme satisfies the
security requirements we assume that the public
cloud is “honest-but-curious”. That is, the cloud
server will only provide legitimate services
according to pre-defined schemes, although it may
try to recover secret information based on its
knowledge. We also assume that the data can be
accessed by authorized users within or out of the
scopes
of
their
privileges.
Moreover,
communication channels involving the public
cloud are assumed to be insecure.
Conclusion
When we consider the practical problem of
privacy preserving data sharing system which is
based on public cloud storage, this requires that
the data owner to distribute very large number
of keys to users to allow them to access their
documents. We propose the concept of Quick
Search using Searchable ciphertext keywords
(QSCK) and construct a concrete QSCK scheme
in this paper. Exerimental analysis and evaluation
results have proved that our work can provide an
effective and timely solution in constructing
practical data sharing system for public cloud
storage. In this scheme, the owner needs to
distribute a single key which is an aggregate of
several keys instead of multiple keys to the user
for sharing any number of files, and the user can
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access the documents using the same single key
sent by the data owner. He can use this trapdoor
over all documents shared by the same ownerfor
quering and retreiving data. But, the same
technique cannot be applied if a data user wants
to query and access over documents shared by
different owners, he must generate many
trapdoors and send it to the cloud. Minimizing the
number of trapdoors when multiple owners are in
scenario is a future work. In the recent years ,
federated clouds have gained a lot of attention, but
QSCK cannot be applied directly in this case.
QSCK can be further applied in the case of
federated clouds.
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